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Abstract 
This study focuses on the events surrounding the rise and fall of the infamous pop culture event 
known as “Fyre Festival.” The festival, which was hosted by a team of first-time festival 
organizers and promoted by a large number of social media influencers, ended in disaster when 
festival goers were stranded on an island in the Bahamas without proper access to food, water 
and shelter. The event was widely discussed on social media and resulted in the Fyre company 
to close. The results can be used to apply a new perspective on marketing, public relations, 
technology, the tourism industry and more. A timeline, background information, evaluation and 
key takeaways are included in this study. The use of Salesforce's Marketing Cloud Social Studio 
social listening technology was deployed to analyze the level of social buzz surrounding this 
event from start to finish. Information was pooled from more than 624,000 social media 
postings to analyze Fyre Festival’s timeline with social media mentions, engagements, 
influences and crisis response effectiveness. All internal information surrounding processes and 
intent was gathered from the documentary, “Fyre: the greatest party that never happened,” 
which was released on Netflix in early 2019. Primary tweets and social posts were used to 
construct a timeline and reaction following the festival. The findings from this report show Fyre 
Festival shouldn’t change the influencer marketing industry because of its inability to turn 
impressions into purchases.  
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Background 

In the documentary, Fyre Festival: The Greatest Party that never happened, one of the 

organizers believed Fyre Festival would still be successful even as the event was days away with 

mass unpreparedness. He related his optimism to the history of Woodstock, a music festival 

that took place in the 1960s and resulted in drug overdoses, mudslides and intense traffic jams. 

The organizer claims that no one talks about the negative aspects of Woodstock, and he 

believed if Woodstock could overcome its shortcomings, so could Fyre Festival. However, the 

industry of music festivals and social media has changed drastically since the twentieth century.  

Music Festivals + Millennials  

 Multi-day, outdoor music festivals have been a regularly occurring event for many years. 

Across 57 countries, there are currently more than 800 music festivals hosted each year. 

According to Nielsen Music, more than 32 million people reported going to at least one music 

festival in 2014, with 14.7 million of those attendees falling into the millennial category. Also, 

music-centered tourism made up 17 percent of the tourism industry in 2014 (Billboard, 2015). 

This has resulted in a saturated market for the music festival industry, causing many festivals to 

partner with the local governments, move the event to another exciting location and take on a 

bigger financial risk with securing broader talent (Lopez, 2017). Music festivals have begun 

partaking in advanced use of social media and digital promotional technology to build a long-

lasting brand identity and appeal to a younger audience (Hudson, et al,. 2015). For example, the 

Tennessee based music festival, Bonnaroo, utilized radio frequency and geo-location 

promotions to engage with attendees and garnered 1.5 million digital impressions because of it 

(Hudson, et al., 2015). When questioning the purpose of music festivals on social and digital 



 

media, researchers in the sports and entertainment industry found more than 57 percent of 

events with a clearly defined social media strategy experience higher revenues than events 

without a social strategy (Hudson, et al., 2015). Music festivals are no stranger to controversary, 

including a history of illegal drug use, crime, exploitation of local resources and more.  

 The main audience targeted by music festivals is the millennial group. A millennial is 

someone born between 1980 and 1995 and marked by a specific perspective on technology and 

terrorism (Erikson, 2012). “Their most pressing questions are whether the activities they are 

doing now are challenging, meaningful, and where possible, enjoyable,” said Tara Erikson, 

writer for the Royal Society for the Encouragement of Arts regarding millennials. According to 

Erikson, this creates a sense of immediacy to capitalize on every moment and live life to its 

fullest. The group also engages in a collective tech-savviness which leads to an increased 

interest in social media (Erikson, 2012). In the U.S. alone, there were 76.8 million millennial 

social media users in 2018 (eMarketer, 2019).  

Influencer Marketing  

 Brands all across the globe have been investing in influencer marketing since the rise of 

social media in the late 2000s. Influencer marketing is  

like a hybrid of old and new marketing tools, taking the idea of the celebrity 
endorsement and placing it into a modern-day content-driven marketing campaign. The 
main difference is that the results of the campaign are usually collaborations between 
brands and influencers. (The State of Influencer Marketing, 2019) 

 
With more information about the tactic disseminating, the prevalence of influencer marketing 

is only growing. There were 190 influencer marketing oriented agencies and platforms in 2015, 

and the number has grown to 740 as of 2018 (The State of Influencer Marketing, 2019). 



 

Organizations and brands utilize influencer marketing in a myriad of ways—to promote events, 

product launches, campaigns and more. Research has shown that 

Marketers love influencer marketing. A survey by the Association of National Advertisers 
last year found that 75 percent of marketers are using it, and 43 percent plan to spend 
more on it. Research estimates on influencer spending swing wildly, but research 
company Points North Group estimates that marketers spent $211 million in the second 
quarter of [2018] alone on influencer marketing. (CleanBreak, 2018) 

 
Influencer marketing takes on many forms. The tactic has taken on a wide meaning with brands 

reaching out to people ranging from less than 1,000 social followers to millions (Clean Break, 

2015). Figure 1 provides a categorization system for influencers and their follower counts. From 

gas stations to clothing retailers, influencers are promoting a wide array of brands in exchange 

for product, experience, money or a combination of the three. However, one peculiarity lies in 

the lack of big-name brands that choose to promote with mega-influencers on the celebrity 

scale. Amber Fillerup, a lifestyle and fashion blogger with 1.4 million followers, is able to host 

partnerships with big brands like Tropicana, airlines and department stores. Khloe Kardashian, a 

reality TV star with close to 100 million 

followers, completed a promotion with a small 

skincare brand that only has 54,000 Instagram 

followers on its account. The trend of bigger 

brands teaming up with bigger influencers 

doesn’t match up when the celebrity status is 

the variable. Some may assume that the bigger 

the following an influencer holds, the bigger the brand available for partnership. There could be 

a disconnect in influencer budgets, reliance on influencer marketing, fear of reputation risk or 

Figure 1 



 

any other combination of brand strategies leading to this result, but it is interesting to note that 

the majority of influencers utilized by Fyre Festival existed in the mega-influencer category.  

The use of influencer marketing falls under the sphere of advertising, right? Well, 

maybe. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) regulates advertising to ensure customers aren’t 

put in danger or misled into purchasing something harmful or falsely advertised. The 

government hadn’t taken much notice to social media marketing until the FTC announced 

regulations in 2017, just nine days before Fyre Festival began. The FTC’s statement included the 

guideline, “that influencers should clearly and conspicuously disclose their relationships to 

brands when promoting or endorsing products through social media.” (FTC Staff Reminds, 

2017). The instructions also state that  

The FTC’s Endorsement Guides provide that if there is a “material connection” between 
an endorser and an advertiser – in other words, a connection that might affect the 
weight or credibility that consumers give the endorsement – that connection should be 
clearly and conspicuously disclosed, unless it is already clear from the context of the 
communication. A material connection could be a business or family relationship, 
monetary payment, or the gift of a free product. Importantly, the Endorsement Guides 
apply to both marketers and endorsers. (FTC Staff Reminds, 2017)  

 
The caveat, “unless it is already clear from the context of the communication,” might provide 

more freedom to influencers, but the FTC is continuously scouting undisclosed social media 

advertising in any form. The FTC also requires influencers to include “#ad” on all social media 

posts where compensation is being exchanged. The placement of “#ad” is instructed to be 

specifically located at the beginning of the post to ensure the viewer isn’t required to hit 

“more” to view the entirety of the caption (FTC Staff Reminds, 2017).  

  



 

Introduction to Fyre Festival  

     Fyre Festival was a music 

festival event promoted and 

hosted by American rapper Ja 

Rule and entrepreneur Billy 

McFarland in April 2017. Figure 

2, which depicts the overview 

of the festival as stated by its 

founders, is a slide from the 

pitch deck presented to investors interested in Fyre Festival. The festival was a tactic to meet a 

strategy established by the cofounders— get more users on the app.  “It’s hard to remember 

the whole thing was meant to promote an app. The Fyre software is essentially a mobile-

friendly speakers bureau for performers available for appearances at concerts, clubs, 

and parties for a price,” said writers for the Bloomberg Businessweek publication (Mosendz, 

Bhasin, Nasiripour, 2017). The app was created to make the booking process easier for those 

looking to hire a musical act or public figure to appear at a birthday party or event. During a 

brainstorming session to create ways to bring more attention to the app, a music festival was 

suggested (Smith, 2019). The idea was accepted and fundraising for the venture began quickly. 

The rise and fall of this event can been seen through the lens of social media to observe trends 

in public relations, influencer marketing, advertising and event management.   Public 

promotion for the event began in December 2016, four months before the event was set to 

take place. The music festival’s primary key appeals included a unique location on a private 

Figure 2 



 

island in the Bahamas, luxury-oriented lodging and involvement of high-profile celebrities. The 

coordinators used social media as their main promotional technique. Venture capital was used 

to fund the creation of the festival.  

 The logistics for the event were more complicated than the organizers had first 

anticipated. The original island for the festival, promoted as Pablo Escobar’s former property, 

lacked proper infrastructure for electrical, plumbing, construction and more necessities to 

house the estimated 40,000 guests for the weekend. Collaborators for the event suggested 

housing attendees on a cruise ship docked outside of the island, but all suggestions for 

attempting to move the shelter spaces were denied by Ja Rule and McFarland. After legal action 

was taken against Fyre for promoting the island as Pablo Escobar’s, the company sought 

collaboration from the government of Exumas, Bahamas, to provide a location, support, local 

information and a connection with physical laborers in exchange for tourism revenue and 

increased exposure for the island. There is a growing trend for music festival organizers to 

partner with local governments to increase 

likelihood of financial success (Lopez, 2017). 

The location change brought more access to 

electricity and water, but space and 

resources remained scarce. The event 

managers were convinced the festival would 

be cancelled due to unpreparedness, but the 

founders persisted. The first weekend of the event took place in late April of 2017. The initial 

portion of scheduled attendees were to arrive by charter plane via Miami, Florida. Upon arrival, 

Figure 3 



 

guests were taken to a local restaurant while the campsite finished setting up. The restaurant 

owners were not informed this would be happening 

and were unprepared for the influx of people waiting at 

the restaurant expecting food and drink. The guests 

waited at the restaurant for six hours before getting 

transportation to the campsite. There was no 

established baggage check system which caused a 

physical pileup of guests attempting to claim their 

luggage. The villa packages that had originally been sold to attendees were found to be absent 

from the site, with only tent housing available for all guests. With no formal check in system, 

guests were left to fend for themselves. This resulted in tents being destroyed, people getting 

separated from their friends and a general lack of safety. There was a limited amount of food 

and water, security, electricity and other amenities. Tents, mattresses and bedding had been 

soaked the previous night due to rain, causing all lodgings to be very damp. The following 

portion of guests who were slated for a later arrival time were not allowed to leave the Exumas 

airport. There was no access to food and water at the airport, and attendees were locked in the 

airport overnight.  All musical acts were cancelled as a result of the inability to support the 

guests on the first night. The events of the night were reported by attendees on their personal 

social media profiles as shown in figures 3 and 4. The event was set to take place the following 

weekend but was cancelled (Smith, 2019). In hindsight, this event failure can better be termed 

a crisis due to the physical danger and irreparable damage done to the Fyre booking app 

company.  

Figure 4 



 

Strategies and Tactics 

 The strategy behind Fyre Festival promotion was centered on creating the vision of 

luxury and adventure. The founders’ wanted it to be known as the cultural experience of the 

decade (Abadi, 2019) and started promoting it as 

so in December 2016, four months before it was 

set to take place. The primary form of promotion 

for Fyre Festival existed in social media, 

specifically within influencer marketing. The 

imagery most often used in the event’s promotion 

was a slow-motion video featuring a pool of well-known models including, Bella Hadid, Hailey 

Baldwin, Emily Ratajkwoski and others. The coordinators also oversaw what they called the 

“the best coordinated social influencer 

campaign ever,” (Chris, 2019). As shown in 

figure 6, The campaign included synchronized 

Instagram posts from 400 social media 

accounts, including Kendall Jenner and 

models used in the video production, with a 

burnt orange tile and the Fyre Festival website link. 

These paid promoters were termed ‘Fyre Starters’ by the festival organizers. They 

reported the posts reached 300 million people in 24 hours. An emphasis was placed on 

Figure 6 
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celebrity model, Kendall Jenner, with her own slide featured in the pitch deck, as shown in 

figure 7. They report Jenner’s post alone garnered 6 million individual impressions.   

 

This tactic coincides with the idea that smaller brands are spending more of their advertising 

budget on big-name celebrities rather than focusing on several micro and mid-tier influencers. 

Many of the posts did not include “#ad” or any disclosure that they were being paid and 

provided free travel in exchange for the post.  

Apart from the ‘Fyre Starters,’ the coordinators also hired Jerry Media to run Fyre’s own 

social media account (Madison, 2019). With 45.3K followers 

on Instagram, @fyrefestival falls into the category of smaller 

brands that team up with mega-influencers because they 

don’t have much of a reputation to protect. Fyre utilized a 

posting structure that was relatively unique at the time. As 

shown in figure 8, the social team created a big picture effect 

using the entire Instagram feed to create larger-than-normal 

posts. It also used strong wording to create a visual and 

emotional effect surrounding the event. Figure 10 

Figure 8 Figure 7 

Figure 9 



 

demonstrates the first posting sequence published on the Fyre account on December 12, 2016. 

The Instagram promotion began on December 12, 2016 with three Instagram posts on 

@fyrefestival with the captions “Engage your senses,” “We’re off to explore uncharted waters” 

and “Uncompromising style” respectively. The social media account continuously promoted 

using the same set of photos gathered from the first promotional shoot that took place in 

December.  

 

Figure 10 

 

The Public Relations Problem 

 A public relations crisis can be classified by a threat to organizational reputation and an 

action that is going to change how stakeholders interact with the organization (Coombs, 2007). 

According to the Situational Crisis Communication theory (SCCT), Fyre Festival can be 

categorized in the preventable cluster of a crisis. SCCT can be used to assess the level of 

damage that can result from a crisis and how thoroughly an organization must communicate to 

prevent damage. The SCCT suggests “research has consistently demonstrated that increased 

attributions of crisis responsibility by stakeholders produce lower reputational scores among 



 

those same stakeholders,” meaning the type of crisis that occurred and history of crisis in the 

company can affect how damaged the brand can become. The preventable cluster consists of 

mismanagement, human error and organizational misdeed (Coombs, 2007). The factor of 

physical danger only intensified the reputation threat for Fyre Festival and in terms of the SCCT, 

the festival was at the largest risk for reputation threat possible. The Fyre Festival management 

team purposefully brought hundreds of people to an island without proper supply of food, 

water, shelter and transportation. With the additional factor of social media, the crisis was 

highly publicized. Fyre did not have a long history or established brand to rely on cushioning its 

reputation. This crisis resulted in the end of the booking app company, legal trouble for its 

founder and most unfortunately, time, money and peace 

of mind lost for attendees. The SCCT is intended to guide 

communication for a brand experiencing a crisis, but the 

Fyre Festival management team fired its social media team 

when the festival collapsed. In a post sequence published 

by Fyre Festival on weekend one, organizers adhered to 

the ethical responsibility to prevent further physical harm 

by instructing those who had not yet arrived the Exumas 

to remain in Miami and those who were already there to 

seek help at the only physical housing structure on the 

festival site. Fyre Festival doesn’t accurately communicate in a way that foster reputation 

management according the SCCT. They report the crisis was “due to circumstances beyond 

[their] control.” The statement regarding gratitude for customers’ patience with Fyre’s growing 

Figure 11 



 

pains that “every first-year event experiences,” trivializes the circumstances surrounding the 

crisis and makes it appear as if this event wasn’t caused by executive mismanagement. The 

SCCT suggests communicating an expression of concern to customers experiencing the crisis as 

it shows remorse without issuing an apology which can sometimes lead to legal trouble 

(Coombs, 2007). The Fyre Festival post lacks an expression of concern coming from the brand 

and only offers first aid and assistance. The emotional element of the crisis is completely 

ignored. Fyre engaged in the primary crisis response methods labeled ‘excuse’ and 

‘justification.’ These are defined by minimizing the 

organizational responsibility by denying intent to do 

harm and/or being unable to prevent the actions 

that led to the crisis and minimizing the perceived 

damage done (Coombs, 2007). Figure 12 depicts a 

post from the Fyre Festival accounts promises social 

channels and emails will be used to communicate 

refund information and other important updates, 

but this is the last post published on the account.  

Data Analysis  

 Salesforce's Marketing Cloud Social Studio social listening technology was used to track 

quantitative data on the social media activity surrounding the festival. Social Studio was chosen 

as the research method because of its ability to gather a comprehensive view on sentiment, 

analytics and specific social feedback A topic profile with the keyword group ‘fyre festival’ and 

filter of only posts in English was created. The time parameters set include April 28 - May 24, 

Figure 12 



 

2017 (the weekend of the event) and January 1, 2019 – April 1, 2019 (the documentary release 

period). The four categories of evaluation include post volume, media type trend, top 

influencers and top words. Due to Instagram’s privacy restrictions, information regarding 

Instagram posts could not be gathered in the 2019 data as it was in the 2017 data. This creates 

a slightly different comparison on the graph, but the Twitter measurements remain the same. 

624,000 total social media interactions were gathered by the end of this research.  

 April 28 – May 24, 2017  

 

 



 

Data Pool 1 

 January 1 – April 1, 2019 

 

 

Data Pool 2 

 
Social Studio gathers an advanced sentiment analysis for any topic profile. However, one of the 

limitations lies in sarcasm, which can be mislabeled by the software. Sarcasm is prevalent in 

discussion surrounding Fyre Festival, which leads to a higher report of positive and neutral 

sentiment.  

 



 

 

Takeaways  

 

Several observations can be made from the Social Studio data. One of the easiest takeaways to 

spot is the ability to identify where the blame was placed 

throughout the timeline of this event. In data pool 1, 

“Kendall,” presumably referring to Kendall Jenner, 

appears as one of the larger keyword groupings. “Rule,” 

referring to Ja Rule, appears in the same keyword 

grouping, but with a slightly smaller font, which means 

fewer social posts mentioned Ja Rule. “Billy” and 

“McFarland” appear in the data pool 2, which contains social media buzz from the time of the 

documentary release. The documentaries released on streaming services focused highly on 

Figure 13 



 

McFarland, his former business ventures and his future legal repercussions. “Rule” appears in 

data pool 2 but takes a smaller portion of the keyword grouping share than before. “Kendall” 

and “Jenner” both appear in data pool 2 but hold a significantly smaller measure of the 

mentions. The Attribution Theory applies directly to this crisis because of the process attendees 

and stakeholders use to place blame on the involved individuals. Anger and sympathy are the 

two emotions that can be connected to external crisis responses. When the crisis can be 

negatively attributed to key players or organizations, reactions will be skewed heavily toward 

anger as can be seen from Fyre Festival. The sentiment analyses shift more to the negative side   

When the events of the festival first transpired, social media users were much keener to discuss 

Jenner’s involvement. Figure 13 includes just one example of blame being placed on Jenner. 

The same tweet is blaming Jenner for several of her 

other partnership mishaps in the past. Ja Rule, who is 

also a celebrity and was one of the event’s founders 

did not generate as much buzz as a celebrity who 

posted about the festival once. Kendall seems to be 

found guilty by association, while Ja Rule isn’t blamed 

for his creation and orchestration of the event. It is 

important to note Ja Rule’s following sits right below 

one million, and Kendall had around 75 

million at the time of the festival (No, 

Fyre Festival Wasn’t, 2019). Ja Rule 

Figure 15 
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responded to the event with multiple statements on social media. Figures 14 and 15 show the 

rapper’s response.  

Jenner responded to criticism about her involvement in the event for the first time in an 

interview with the New York Times, published more than two years after her promotion of the 

event and shortly after the release of the documentary. Jenner said,  

You get reached out to by people to, whether it be to promote or help or 
whatever, and you never know how these things are going to turn out, 
sometimes it’s a risk. I definitely do as much research as I can, but sometimes 
there isn’t much research you can do because it’s a starting brand and you 
kind of have to have faith in it and hope it will work out the way people say it will. 
(Chozik, 2019) 

 
Referring back to figure 7, Jenner’s paid promotion of Fyre Festival did not feature ‘#ad,’ which 

was restated as necessary by the FTC after the date Jenner posted.  

 Another key takeaway from the social listening research is the quick and volatile reality 

of a crisis displayed on social media. The tweets, engagements and impressions spike around 

the day of the festival and the documentary and start to decline very quickly. The mentions 

remain steadier in data pool 2, after the 

premiere of the documentary, but still dwindle 

significantly. The social media interactions in 

data pool 1 drop significantly in less than one 

month of the event occurring. The mentions of 

Fyre Festival on social remain slow and steady 

in 2019, and the effects of Fyre Festival are 

beginning to transcend the social sphere and 

landing in the “real world.” Figures 16 and 17 Figure 16 



 

show two examples of the festival being used as a funny moment to someone or some 

corporation’s advantage. Even with social interactions slowing, this topic isn’t going away.  

     Lastly, if Fyre Festival taught 

industry professionals one thing, it 

might have been the danger of 

celebrity-level influencer marketing. 

Partnerships with Kardashians and the 

likes should only be done when the 

brand has nothing to lose. Referring 

back to figure 4, Tropicana trusted its brand to a “real person,” someone who exists outside of 

the celebrity sphere. Khloe Kardashian was most likely paid a hefty sum for her promotion of 

the small skincare brand that has little to lose with its hardly-built reputation and more to gain 

in quick follower amounts. Fyre Festival took the risk on celebrity-level influencer marketing 

and paid the reputational price.  

Conclusion 

 Fyre Festival was an enormous undertaking that earned its spot as an infamous pop 

culture event and not the “cultural 

experience of the decade,” as its 

founders hoped it would be. Did the 

festival leave its mark on the public 

relations industry? It depends on the 

viewer’s perspective. It was definitely 

Figure 17, A Fyre Festival Themed, 2019 

Figure 18 



 

impactful in the way it got industry leaders discussing influencer marketing in depth, but in 

specific application to the festival’s goals and realities, the festival was not an influencer 

marketing success. In the original pitch deck goal, shown in figure 18, the founders promised 

investors 40,000 people would attend the event. In reality, 8,000 tickets had been sold by the 

first weekend of the event (No, Fyre Festival Wasn’t, 2019). This is a low return on investments 

for the hundreds of thousands spent on influencer marketing. Would Fyre Festival have been 

better with micro-influencers? Maybe, but probably not. The vast mismanagement of funds, 

resources and planning time by the organizers resulted in this high-level crisis, but public 

relations practitioners can live another day and dare to dream another dream of, in Billy 

McFarland’s own words, organizing “the best coordinated social influencer campaign ever.” 
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